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Summary :-
‘This thesis doscrihos experimental observations on the 
parametric amplification, in single crystal Yttruim Iron Garnet of 
elastic, magnetoclastic and magnetostatic modes, by application of a 
pump pulse of twice the frequency of the L - band micro-wave signal pulse, 
and on the excitation of a delayed pulse by the application of two time 
separated microwave pulses of the same frequency* Details of experiments 
performed to determine the internal magnetostatic field profile of a 
magnetised rectangular cross-section Yttruim Iron Garnet rod are given.
The experimental internal fields are compared with those derived 
the or et i ca1ly *
It was found to be possible to reduce the attenuation of 
elastic echoes by parametric amplification. Details are given of 
saturation levels, attenuation and timing of the pump pulse. In the 
inagnetoelastic regime details are given of the variation of gain with, 
timing of the pump pulse, pump power, signal power and orientation 
of the rod to the external field.
iiagnetostatic propagating mode, the amplitude of the 
parametrically excited echo is plotted against, time of.application 
of the pump pulse, pump power and signal power.
I'agnetostatic standing wave mode, the amplitude of the 
parametrically excited echo is plotted against, time of application 
of the pump pulse, pump power and signal power.
Magnetostatic wave mode echo, parametrically excited by the 
application of two time separated pulses of the sane frequency, plots
are slioi-m of gain relative to the first pulse with variation of, second 
pulse amplitude, the first pulse amplitude and time between the applicati 
of the two pulses.
Parametric amplification of magnetostatic modes due 
to subsidiary absorbtion of the pump frequency. Plots of attenuation 
of the delayed pulse against signal power, pump power and time of appli­
cation of the pump pulse are given. This is found to be a two port 
phenomenon. At L — band the subsidiary absorbtion is coincident with 
the main absorbtion, due to the low signal frequency used, 12Id:c/s, 
the ends of the rod were not saturated.
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2.
Summary
This thesis describes experimental observations 
on the parametric amplification, in single crystal 
Yttrium Iron Garnet, of elastic, magneto-elastic and 
magneto-static modes, by application of a pump pulse 
of twice the frequency of the L-band microwave signal 
pulse, and on the excitation of a delayed pulse by the 
application of two time separated microwave pulses of 
the same frequency. Details of experiments performed 
to determine the internal magneto-static field profile 
of a magnetised, rectangular Yttrium Iron Garnet rod 
are given. Conclusions are drawn from the experi­
mental results.
1,0.0. 3.
Introduction:-
In many electronic communications and radar systems 
there is a need for a variable delay line, operating in 
the micro-wave region, able to give delays of the order 
of micro-seconds. Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG), (see 
appendix), delay lines could satisfy this need where 
high insertion loss of greater than 40db. can be tolerated 
In addition, due to the increase of delay with frequency 
at a fixed field when the delay line is operated in the 
magneto-elastic mode, a device is available to provide 
pulse compression of a suitably frequency modulated micro­
wave pulse. The above property also makes a YIG delay 
line suitable for frequency memory applications.
The magnetic and elastic properties of the ferri­
magnetic single crystal YIG, allow a means of coupling 
electro-magnetic energy into the crystal, which can 
propagate as a spin wave in the magnetic system or as an 
elastic wave in the lattice due to coupling between the 
magnetic and elastic systems.
The internal field of^ an axially magnetised ferri­
magnetic rod, in the direction of the applied external 
field, varies due to demagnetising effects from approxi-
4.
mately half of the value of the external field at the 
end faces to a value slightly less than the external 
field at the centre. Spin waves are excited at the 
turning point in the rod, where ^  , W  is the signal
frequency in Mc/s, y is the gyromagnetic ratio in Me/s/
oersted and H. is the internal field in oersteds.1
Spin waves excited at the turning point propagate with 
increasing wave number, in the direction of decreasing 
internal field. When the wave number of the spin wave 
is the same as that of an elastic wave of the same 
frequency, at the crossover point, coupling between the 
spin and elastic waves takes place, so that energy is 
transferred from the magnetic to elastic systems. The. 
elastic wave travels towards and is reflected from the 
end face' of the rod which is highly polished. The 
reflected elastic wave is converted back to a spin wave 
at the crossover point, and propagates towards the turning 
point where a delayed pulse is observed. The position 
of the turning point in the rod and hence the magneto- 
elastic path length is dependent on the external field, 
the magneto-elastic delay varies with the inverse of the 
external field. The upper and lower field limits of
5.
the magneto-elastic mechanism are when at high field 
the turning point is very close to the end face and at 
low field when the turning point is at the centre of the 
rod. This latter condition gives rise to a magneto- 
static burst. ^
At lower fields where no turning point exists in the 
rod spin waves are generated very close to the end face, 
these can propagate over the high field region and be 
reconverted to electro-magnetic energy at the opposite 
end face. Since the group velocity of the spin or 
magneto-static waves is an inverse function of magnetic 
field, the two port magneto-static delay increases with 
the applied field. At very high fields where the turn­
ing point is very close to the end face, elastic waves; 
are generated by a magneto-strictive mechanism at the 
rod end face. The delay of the elastic waves is 
invariant with field, being dependent only on the length 
of the rod and its elastic properties. In addition to 
the linear effects outlined above, there are second order 
terras in the magnetisation, coupling between different 
branches in the magneto-elastic dispersion and non- 
linearities in the magneto-strictive mechanism, which
6.
allow parametric amplification of magneto-static, 
magneto-elastic and elastic waves respectively.
Parametric amplification of the elastic waves by 
application of a pump at twice the signal frequency of 
700 Me/s., in YIG at room temperature with electronic 
gains of 30 d b . was first reported by Matthews^ in 1964. 
Subsequently, amplification of magneto-elastic waves in 
YIG at 8*7 Gc/s, at 1*5^K with a net gain of 35 d b . and
amplification of magneto-static waves at 8*7 Gc/s at
o 2 31*5 K were reported by Damon and Van de Vaart. '
Amplification of magneto-elastic waves at L-band and C-
band was reported by Van de Vaart, Grace and Damon.^
CW-pumped and non-degenerate parametric amplification of
5
elastic waves by Sparks and Higgins. Parametric 
amplification of magneto-static, magneto-elastic and 
acoustic waves at L-band and room temperature has been 
reported by Donaghey and Olson.^ All the above reports 
refer to amplification of a signal pulse by applying a 
pump pulse of twice the signal frequency and very much
T
greater power at some later time. Kaplan has reported 
the generation of a magneto-static echo, by the appli­
cation of two pulses of the same frequency, time separated
7.
This, with an echo due to Subsidiary Absorption has
8
been reported by Comstock and Raymond#
The theory of magneto-elastic and magneto-static
9 10waves is well documented in the literature.  ^ Only
a brief summary of each is given in the appropriate 
sections.
In this thesis experiments performed at L-band on 
parametric amplification, by pumping at twice the signal 
frequency, of elastic, magneto-elastic and magneto-static 
waves, by the subsidiary absorption mechanism, and by 
applying a second pulse at the signal frequency are 
described. Measurements were taken to determine the 
internal field configuration of an axially and trans­
versely magnetised square YIG rod.
Original contributions are as follows. The 
observation of the incoherent content of a delayed signal 
frequency pulse produced by application of a pump pulse 
of twice the signal frequency with no signal applied.
The delay against field characteristics of this signal 
pulse were also determined. Net gain was observed in 
the experiments with the pump and signal of the same 
frequency. This was also found to be a one port 
phenomenon.
1 .1 .0 . 8 .
Experimental Arrangement :-
The YIG rod used in all the experiments performed, 
was of rectangular cross section, fig. 1.1.1 of 
dimension 2a = 2*794 mm, 2b = 3*036 mm, 2c = 9*906 mm.
The two end faces flat to ^ of sodium light, polished 
with 0*1 p diamond paste and parallel to within 10 
seconds of arc. One side face 2b x 2c was polished in 
the course of experiments to the above flatness and 
surface finish. The crystallographic orientation of the 
rod was wuch that the £lOOj and [llcQ directions lay 
along the 'y' and ’x' axes respectively.
The rod was mounted in a holder with fine wire 
couplers as shown in f i g , 1.1.2, note coupler C is 
against the centre of the polished side. The holder 
was supported in an arrangement which allowed 360° 
rotation in a horizontal plane and - 2° rotation in the 
other two vertical planes.
The fine wire couplers were normally used as follows, 
for longitudinal magnetisation,. A signal input and out­
put (one port), B pump input, 0 signal output (two port) 
and for the transversely.magnetised rod, D signal input 
and output and pump input.
r:
2c
Figure 1.1.1. Showing YIG rod'A*used in the experiments 
described in this thesis. (XYO) is any point on the z,y,0 
plain, r^and r^are vectors from the point (XYO) to dx,dz 
and dy,dz respectively. Q is the angle between the normal 
to dx,dz and the direction of the external field
Figure 1.1.2 
Showing Crystal holder 
and fine wire couplers, 
a) is an exploded view 
showing the wire couplers 
h) assembled unit, 
c) exploded view showing 
position of■’the crystal.
C F N T I M h T
9.
Figures 1.1.3 and 1.1.4 show the micro-wave cir­
cuitry and triggering arrangements.
The apparatus used was as follows, the numbers 
correspond to those in figures 1.1.3 and 1.1.4.
1. Stabilised power supply.
2. General Radio unit oscillator type 1218 - A, 900 - 
1200 Mc/s. maximum power output 200 mw into 50Q.
3,5,11. Sage Laboratories, lOdb directional coupler, 
model 782 - 10, frequency range 1 - 2  KMc/s.
2,44. Hewlett-Packard modulators, model 8714A.
Frequency range 800 - 2400 Mc/s. Insertion loss 
1*2 t 0*5db. Attenuation more than BOdb.
6. Veinschel Engineering Manual Stepattenuator, model 
90 - 10,^0 - 10 d b . Frequency range dc - lOKMc/s.
7. Hewlett Packard modulator drive unit, 8403A.
8. Hazeldine experimental test oscillator Type X T 24. 
Frequency range 825 - 1375 Mc/s.
9. Four port L, band circulator.
10. Hewlett-Packard modulator unit 8731H. Frequency 
range 800 - 2400 Mc/s* Insertion loss 1*2 - 0*5db 
Attenuation more than 80db.
12. Sage balanced mixer and pre-amp type 2521. 1
2KMc/s. 30 Mc/s I.F. output. Pre-amp. band-width 
8 Mc/s gain 21 d b .
10.
13. L.E.L. I.F. amplifier, g a i n ^ T O d b ,  band-width 
8 Mc/s, centre frequency 30 Mc/s.
14. Tektronix 585A oscilloscope. Twin beam plug-in 
unit Type C A . , maximum sensitivity 0*05 volts / cm.
15. R.F. Power Meter, Hewlett-Packard model G 245 
maximum sensitivity -30dbm.
16. Crystal holder and associated fine wire couplers.
17. Sage micro-wave crystal detector.
18,19,26. Sage Laboratories 2 - 4  K Mc/s. lOdb
directional couplers.
20. Solartron pulse generator G. 0. 1101 - 2#
21 Travelling Wave Tube Amplifier, gain 20db, 
delivered y 40dbm, unsaturated.
23,27* Arra T-T line variable attenuators. Type 
4414-30.
24. Sanders Klystron CLC24, frequency range 2-4*5 
KMc/sec.
25. Sanders Klystron Power supply, Mk IV.
26. M.E. Laboratories 3 port circulator, 1*7 - 2*3 
KMc/sec«
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Note that in experiments using the fine wire coupler 
D , the pump power is coupled into the signal line before 
the tuning stubs, and a low pass filter which cuts off 
at 2*0 KMc/sec inserted between the directional coupler 
and the circulator.
Figure 1.1.5 shows the field generation and measur­
ing apparatus.
1. Newport Instruments Type A, 4 electro-magnet.
2. Newport Instruments Type P, Mk II magnet power
supply.
3. I.E. model D850/5 stabilised power supply 0-50 
volts.
4. Telequipment Serviscope Type S 43.
5. Newport Instruments magnetometer supply unit Type F .
6. Newport Instruments magnetometer head unit Type P . 2.
using modified coils with white petroleum jelly 
core to measure fields down to 200 oe.
7. Advance type TO lO/H 10 Mc/sec. Timer Counter.
îiagnot field coils modulation
magnet
power
upply
stabilised, 
power 
supply
oscilloscope
magnetometer 
head, unit
magnetometer 
power supply
Figure 1,1.5• Magnet and. field measurement arrangement,
Box marked 'a’ is to prevent 0^ o/s modulation current 
from the magnet power supply interfering with the operation 
of the stabilised power supply.
2.1.0 12
Field inside a non-ellipsoidal ferrimagnet.
The internal field of a non-elllpsoidal ferrimagnet is 
given by
H.(e ) = + H^(2).
where PL is the internal "'field at any point z.
^ext h^ie applied magnetic field.
is the demagnetising field at any point z, 
is the anisotropy field at any point z.
2.2.1. 13.
First Order demagnetising field in a sq^uare YIG- rod.
Assume that the magnetisation is constant every­
where in the rod and that the magnetisation is in the
12direction of the applied field, then from Schlomann 
equation 6.
rf / w-z
ir.i^
cJV
J
r.
Take applied field in the 'y* direction
where H is the demagnetising field, m is the magnet­
isation, r is a radius vector.
Consider, the diagram in Figure 1.1;1, only points in 
(x, y, o,) plane.
Then r^=(h-Y) (x-X) ^ +2:^
r ^ = ( a - X ) M ( y - ï ) M î ^
14.
© is the angle between the direction of the field and 
the rod axis,
n.ds (à-lâ) N is demagnetising factor.
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The variation of demagnetising factor, vith q, p = o is 
shown in figure 2.2.1 for angles © from 0^ -> 90^ and 
with p, q = o in figure 2.2.2. Note that at 1400 oe the 
second order correction to the demagnetising field for 
© = 0 is of the order of 20^. This error decreases with 
increasing applied field.
0.6
0=20
0=50.1
0=0
0.0
Figure 2.1.1. Demagnetising lactor-^Dormalised distance 
into rod.0-0®when rod is longitudinally magnetised,
D = Demagnetising factor along central axis.
A
0.4
0.0
Figure 2.1 .2. Demagnetising factor^Normalised distance 
across rod. 6=0^when rod is transversely magnetised.
N -Demagnetising factor across centre of the rod. .
2.2.2. 17. 
Anisotropy Field.
13Dillon et a l ., have derived relations relating 
the applied magnetic field to effective magnetic field 
in ellipsoidal magnetically anisotropic ferrimagnets. 
These relations are true for non-ellipsoidal specimens 
providing internal fields at a point are considered.
The effective field for [l, m, n] direction is 
given by,
[lOO] Heff^ = (H. + |Sl)2
[lOO] Heff^ = (H. - # H H .  + + ^ 2 )
s s s
[ill] Heff^ = (H^ ” 5 ^
In ÏÏG has a value of 41 oe 1(2/^^ being approxi­
mately zero. In [lOO] Heff^ = (H^ - 82)^.
Heff = - 82 oe.
i.e., anistropy field = - 82 .oe.
In [ n o ]  , the anisotropy field is a function of H i .
Ve shall only calculate H . at the turning point for3^X1 X s «
l*2KMo/s i.e., H- = 419 oe.
Heff2 = (H. - (Hi + )
s s
=(Hi^ - HiKi - 2Ki^) = 175, 561 + 17,179
^s 3360
Heff = 435
H . = 435 - 419 = 16 oe.anis
2.3.0. 18.
9 11Magneto-elastic waves and internal field analysis.
2.3.1.
Theory
Consider the 6 = 0  propagation of magneto-elastic 
waves in the direction of the applied field in a uni­
formly magnetised media. The spin wave is circularly 
polarised and coupling occurs to a circularly polarized 
shear w a v e . The coupled magneto-elastic equations are.
k m __ % iïk tT
^  P D
d V +  1?/ oJ? crriodZ
where the + superscript refers to circular polarisation
where m is the small signal time dependent magnetisation
D is the exchange constant.
R is the transverse elastic displacement.
Y is the gy^'omagnetic ratio.
b 2 is the magneto-elastic coupling constant.
p  is the material density.
c is the elastic constant of interest.
UJ is the angular frequency.
k is the spin wave number,m
is the elastic wave number.
19.
With no coupling between spin and elastic waves the 
dispertion relation for the two modes are,
] for spin waves (2) 
and k^^ = tor elastic waves (3)
Coupling from electro-magnetic to spin waves occurs at 
the turning point when Hi = ” i.e., from equation (2),
when the spin wave number is zero. Coupling from spin 
to elastic waves occurs in the region where k^ = km, the 
cross over point.
In figure 2.3.1. spin waves are excited at the 
turning point, propagate with increasing wave number to­
wards the cross over point, where they couple with elastic 
waves, which propagate towards and are reflected from the 
end face, back along their path to the turning point.
YIG possesses weak magneto-elastic coupling, i.e., b^ is 
small, so that hybrid modes only exist in the vicinity 
of the cross over point.
If the cross over region is regarded as being 
infinitely narrow then the round trip delay time 
required for the magneto-elastic wave packet to travel 
from z = y to z = o and back, figure 2.3.1, is given 
approximately by
Hdistance into the rod
(a) Internal field variation with distance into the rod
elasticA
short magnetoelastio delay2 ■crossover
region
spin
distance into the rod0 X y
.  ^ 2 (h) Variation of k with distance into the rod.
A crossover
region2
median magnetoelastic delay
pin
turning point
distance into the rod
2 .
(c) Variation of k with distance into the rod,
elastic
over2
long magnetoelastic delay
spin
distance into the rod
2
(d) variation of k with distance into the rod. 
kigure 2,3.1. kxternal field decreasing from (h) to(d).
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where c is the elastic shear wave velocity, 
v^ (z) is the spin wave velocity at any point z.
Hi is the internal field at any point z, with external 
field H e x t .
¥hen the magneto-elastic delay is short, the.internal 
field gradient at the turning point is large and the 
spin path length short so that the distance y - z is 
small, and the first two terms of a Taylor expansion 
about a point at ? = y provide an approximate description 
of in the region of spin wave propagation.
Substitution of
into equation (4 ) gives
Co
Tr- -a
cth. H  ' = H/c iz, U f e D  
à ?
- ( 5 )
Spin-elastic resonances occur when the round trip phase 
change 0 = 2 n tc plus an arbitrary- constant, where n is 
an integer. An adjacent resonance, of mode number 
(n + 1 ), can be set up by adjusting the applied field by
21.
g H at constant frequency so that the turning point mores
c t
by & y , equal to /^i(y)' spin wave delay contri­
bution, to the first order, is unchanged, and the one­
way acoustic path is altered by half a wavelength, 
giving
Then
2 .3 .2 . 22.
Experimental.
Vith an arrangement as shown in figure 1.1.5 
whereby a stabilised current could be applied to the 
magnet modulation coils, causing a field change variable 
over 3 oe. A l*2KMc/s signal pulse was applied and 
the field adjusted until a magneto-elastic pulse was 
observed on the oscilloscope, its delay noted and the 
externally applied magnetic field measured.using the 
n.m.r. gauss meter. The oscilloscope time base was set 
at 0*2 pSecs/^^ so that individual cycles of the 30 Mc/s 
I.E. content of the delayed pulse could be seen. The 
current through the modulation coils was then increased 
and the number of cycles passing a point on the oscillo­
scope screen recorded. Erom this and Hi were calcu­
lated. This procedure was repeated at about 30 points 
over the range of delays observable. The results are 
shown in Table 1 and figures 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.
Erom figure 2.3.2 which is a plot of experimental 
demagnetising field and theoretical demagnetising field, 
including anisotropy field, against position in rod, for 
an axially magnetised rod, with magneto-elastic propagation 
along the axis. The agreement between theoretical
TABLE 1.
Koasûrement of internal field, rod axially nU:gnetised.
Mean field change 2.64 gauss.
Mean field Mean delay !Numbor of y Bern,a gn et i sing-
gauss. yU sec. cycles. mm. field gauss.
615 ■ 9.8 56.0 4.61 195
620 8.57 52.6 3.09 200
631 6.9 38.0 3.62 211
639 5.925 31.4 3.42 219
649 5.26 26.4 3.41 229
673 3.775 19.3. 2.36 258
708 3.03 15.2 1.97 288
716 2.81 14.0 1.86 296
727 2.60 12.4 1.86 307
752 2.17 10.0 1.64 332
772: 1.93 9.0 1.43 352
778 1.845 8.3 1.44 358
784 1.755 8.0 1.34 364
790 1.685 7.6 1.31 370
831 1.375 6.0 1.12 411
855 1.25 4.8 1.18 435
886 1.11 415 0.99 466
905 0.99 4.1 0.86 485
929 0.92 3.4 0.909 509
950 0.875 3.6 0.77 530
988 0.79 3.3 0.677 568
1070 0.6 2.4 0.54 650
1124 0.51 2.0 0.4B 704 •
1191 0.42 1.7 0.37 771
1252 0.37 1.5 0.33 832
Hod transversely laagnetised, mean field change 3.6 gauss
1573 0.38 2.30 0.303 1154
1557 0.38 2.30. 0.303 1138
1550 0.38 2.35 0.294 1130
1534 0.38 2.45 0.285 1114
1512 Ü.40 2.50 0.304 1093
1496 0.45 2.70 0.306 1077
1462 0.485 3.00 0.365 1042
1449 0.51 3.05 0.395 1030
1440 0.52 . 3.10 0.424 1021
1419 0.575 3.20 0.521 999
3399 0.705 3.50 0.581 979
1383 0.72 3.60 0.687 963
1378 0.73 3.65 0.688 958
1371 0.74 3.70 0.737 952
1360 0.755 3.90 0.728 941
13% 0.855 3.95 0.766 935 '
an field Moan delay fumber of ; y ■ Bomagiietisin,
gauss• yy sec. cycles. mm. field gauss.
1350 0.85 4.0 0*797 930
1337 0.875 4.2 0.855 917
1312 0.87 4.6 0*915 892
I29S- 0.915 5.0 0.937 873
1286 1.03 5*4 0.921 867
1275 1.065 5*5 0.995 855
1264 1.13 5*8 1.00 845
1261 1.175 6.0 1.02 841
1252 1.18 6.5 1.024 832
1243 1.23 6*75 1.113 823
1230 1.295 7*3 1.260 810
1226 1.365 7*5 1.281 806
1223 1.46 8.0 1.264 803
1194 1.90 11.0 1.571 774
1188 1.98 11.5 1.67 769
1167 2.70 18.3 1.014 747
1000
900 -
800 -
700 -
600 -
H. oe. d
500
400
300
200 -
100
0 (L
—^'-experimental demagnetising field, 
-^theoretical demagnetising field.
- - theoretic8,l demagnetising field 
plus anisotropy field.
—r
0 T — *1----— T   ---- 3---   ^mm.
kig-ore 2.3.2. Bemagnetising field'v^Position in axially
magnetised rod.
1400
1300
1200
H oe. d
1100
1000
900
800
experimental demagnetising field.
----- theoretical demagnetising field.
 'theoretical demagnetising field plus
anisotropy field.
\
700
1.00.5
distance into rod mm.
Figure 2.3*3*Bomagnetising field-^position:in transversely 
magnetised rod.
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results, taking into account anistropy field, and the 
experimental results is very good. The maximum 
deviation of the experimental from the theoretical plot 
of demagnetising plus anistropy field, is no where 
greater than 13^ over the range of measurements• The 
deviation of experimental from theoretical results if 
the experimental curve is' exterpolated to the end face 
is 9^.
Figure 2.3.3 shows a plot of theoretical, including 
anistropy field, and experimental demagnetising field 
against position in the rod for a transversely magnetised 
rod, that is, with the external magnetic field applied 
normal to the polished side face. The agreement be­
tween theory and experiment is not as good, over the 
whole range as in the lo.ngitudinally magnetised case.
Some deviation from theory is to be expected very close
12
to the end face as predicted by Schlomann. Although
this correction, of the order of 10 or 20^, does not 
explain the large discrepancies between theoretical and 
experimental results, if the experimental plot is exter­
polated to the end face. The experimental-demagnetising 
field values are lower towards the centre than those 
expected theoretically. This may be accounted for by
24.
propagation taking place in a direction not perpendicult.*
to the polished side.
For these measurements of internal field it would
be required, for good accuracy, to be able to measure
field changes of 0*01 of an oersted and changes in delay
of 10 nano-seconds. The field measurement technique was
accurate to about 0*1^. Since the applied field change
was of the order of 3 gauss, with a steady magnetic field
of from 500 to 1000 oersteds, it was necessary to average
all the field change readings. The term in equation
(6) was neglected since at 1*2 KMc/s this has a
C
value of 0*006.
15The technique used here of counting the number of
cycles of which pass for a given small field change is
easier to use, and probably more accurate than the C.¥.
technique used by Auld and Strauss^^ or that of Kohane,
16
Joseph and Schlomann of obtaining interference cancell­
ations between successive delayed pulses. By counting 
the number of cycles we are in effect counting the number 
of cancellations. Difficulty was met measuring delay 
time, very often on sweeping the field over a 3 gauss 
range the delay would be observed to increase with
25
increasing field. This is thought to be associated
17with ray bending of the magneto-elastic w a ves.
This method of internal field measurement holds 
more accurately for long bare rods, axially magnetised,
2.3.3 26.
Plots of Magneto-elastic Delay versus Field, 
figures 2.3.4 - 2.3.7. Readings of delay against 
Magnetic field were taken for magneto— elastic pulses in 
YIG rod 'A* at l*2KMc/s and at 2*4KMc/s with the rod 
axially in line with the external field and propagation 
along the axis, and with the rod transverse to the 
magnetic field, that is, with the magnetic field perpen - 
dicular to a polished side face of the rod, propagation 
is thought to be perpendicular to this side in the centre 
of the rod.
Figure 2.3.4. Shows the variation of delay with 
applied magnetic field. The magneto-static burst,
when — = H. in the centre of the rod, occurs when the
Y 1 .
external field is 590 oe,, but — 420 oe^ giving a de­
magnetising factor, after considering anisotropy field 
of 0*051, which is in exact agreement with that obtained 
theoretically considering demagnetising field. The 
shape of this plot is typical of field delay character­
istics in a bare IIG rod.
8.0
7.0
6.0 4
5-0 4
Belay
yC/sec
4.0
3.0 i
2,0
1.0
0
"^1.2 xC'Ic/s delayed pulse, excited 
by 1.2 IGIo/s input pulse.
--1.2 iG'ic/s delayed pulse,excited 
by 2.4 IC^ ic/s input pulse.
magneto- 
I static 
burst.
7 ?
Field i
139 10 11 12
oersteds x 100 o
Figure 2.3.4 . Plot of magnetoelastic delay 
field for^the axially magnetised rod.
applied
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Figure 2.3.5. Shows field against delay character­
istics of the rod under the same conditions as above but 
at 2*4KMc/s. The magneto-static burst occurs with an
external field of 1036 gauss, but ^  = 840 gauss
_ . . .  . . 1035 - 840 - Ha
hence the demagnetising factor = ------1760-------  where
Ha is the anisotropy field, 82 oe in the [100 ] direction, 
and 1760 is the 4 TE M of single crystal YIG. Giving a 
demagnetising factor = 0*058 which is in good agreement 
with the theoretical demagnetising factor. In experi­
ments with the transversely magnetised rod. The square 
YIG rod as used in the axially magnetised case was 
rotated about its central axis through 90^, so that its 
axis was horizontal but perpendicular to the field 
direction. A fine wire coupler was used at one of the 
polished end faces. Magneto-elastic pulses were observed
with delays of 1 - 2 |i seconds. These pulses were just 
discernable above the noise level being about 80db down 
on the input signal. One of the side'faces which was 
normal to the field was polished optically flat.
Stronger magneto-elastic pulses were observed about 60db 
down on the input signal. There was only a difference 
of -^ db observed in using a horizontal fine wire coupler,
6 • 0
5.0
4.0 
Delay 
^  sec
3.0
2.0 1
1.0
0
1000
Magneto- 
static 
Durst.
1200 1400
1 : 1-
1600 1800 2000
Field ÏÏ oersteds, o
Figure 2.3>5* Dlot ox magnet oelastic delay'-^applied 
field for the axially magnetised rod. Signal and delayed 
pulse frequency 2.4 Klvlc/s.
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which results in h^ being perpendicular to at the
centre of r o d , which is the theoretically ideal case, and 
a vertical’ wire coupler which results in h being 
parallel to at the centre of the rod. A fine wire
coupler was arranged to \be against the centre of the 
polished side face of the rod, and the rod arranged as 
before with the polished side face normal to the 
direction of external field.
Magnet^o-elastic pulses were observed, which at a 
delay of 0*9^seconds had an amplitude referred to the 
input of -41db at l*2KMc/s. The graph of delay against 
field is shown in Figure 2.3.6. The magneto-static 
burst o^ccurs at 1146 oe giving an experimental demagnet­
ising factor after considering anisotropy field of 0*423 
compared with a theoretical value of 0*5. This curve 
has the same form as the corresponding curve for an 
axially magnetised rod, the main difference being, that 
in the transversely magnetised case, the range of fields 
over which magneto-elastic delays are observable is less 
than in the’ axially magnetised rod, due to the lower 
range of demagnetising factor.
6.0
Delay
x/seo
Magnet
static •
Diirst.
160012001100 1400
Field H oersteds, o
Figure 2.3*9* H o t  of magnetoelastic delay/vapplied 
field5 for transversely magnetised rod. Signal and delayed 
pulse frequency 1.2 Kivic/s.
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The plot of delay against field at 2*4KMc/s for
a transversely magnetised rod is shovn in figure 2.3.7.
This is similar to those previously described above.
The magneto-static burst occurs at a field of 1610
oersteds ^ resulting in an experimental demagnetising
factor, in the centre of the rod of 0*446, compared with
a first order theoretical demagnetising factor of 0*5.
The error between theory and experiment in demagnetising
fields close to the centre of the rod is not explained
by anisotropy field. Also shown on this graph are the
delay against field characteristics with the polished
side face of the rod at an angle of 88° and at 86° to the
external field. The median delay part of these curves
are almost identical with t h e .one at 90°, however at
short delays the magneto-elastic pulses disappear into
the signal pulse at a lower field for the 86° and 88°
cases. At l*2KMc/s with the same rod configuration the
+ 0
magneto-elastic pulses disappear into noise within - 1 
from the normal to the field.
9 - 36
III
1.0
Magnetos tat i o 
bursts
I
22001800 2000 21001600 19001700
ÏÏ oersteds oField
Figure 2,3*7* Plot of magnetoelastic delayv applied field 
for 9 - 90^  i.e. rod transversely magnetised, 0 = 88*and © - So 
Signal and delayed pulse frequency 2.4 ïOlc/s.
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The linear plot on figure 2.3.7 at low fields is 
thought to be a Kedzie^^ mode. He has observed this 
mode at X-band and liquid helium temperature in both 
longitudinal and transversely magnetised circular YIO 
rods and reports on a linear dispersion ^  = -0*24 \x 
Secs/^^ for both axial and transverse magnetised rods.
In these experiments at 2*4KMc/s a linear dispersion of 
~  = -0*025 p Sec/oe was observed. The attenuation 
being of the order of 60 db, Kedzie reports on attenuat­
ion at 80^IC of 80 db for 4 p Sec. delay. This mode is 
thought to be produced as follows ; consider magneto- 
static mode propagation cut off in the rod, due to a 
turning point being present fig. 2.3.8. The area under 
, which is proportional to delay, is less than under 
therefore the delay decreases as H increases, the mode 
occurs in the same field range as magneto-elastic 
propagation and is essentially one port.
During experiments on parametric amplification of 
magneto-elastic waves, l*2KMc/s delayed pulse trains 
were observed with the l*2KMc/s signal off and only the 
2*4KMc/s pump frequency applied to the axially magnetised 
rod. The results of these observations are shown in
turning
point
end face z
uUl
point
l / v  _
€
a z
J'±gare 2 .^.8 . Zadzio nodes is great or tlian
a is the distance into the rod iron the end face
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figures 2.3.9^ 2.3.10 and in figure 2.3.4. The first 
pulse in figures 2.3.9, and 2.3.10 is coincident with
the time of application of the pump. In figure 2,3.4
plots 1 and 2 are identical over the range of 2, within 
experimental error. A pulse train composed of first 
and second delay echoes is observable with the field 
along the axis of the rod, the first delayed pulse being 
attenuated by llOdb with respect to the input pulse, 
which had a power of 3 watts. The first delayed pulse 
showed a maxima at an angle of 9° to the axis; the 
second and longer delayed pulse was not visible at this 
angle. This first delayed pulse was observable till 
Hext at an angle of 16^ to the axis.
The fine detail of the pulse was not coherent, that
,is single cycles of intermediate freq^uency could not be
observed, inside the pulse envelope the appearance was
that of amplified noise. The excitation process is that 
19 /due to Auld of wp/^ instabilities. This mechanism 
has its lowest threshold about 9^ off axis. Once the 
^  spin waveA have been excited they propagate as would 
spin waves generated by direct means.
Pigure 2 .3 .9 . lyuscc/cm. O .5 volts/cn. 
Parametrically excited magnetoelastic noise pulse. 
Pump applied at time of first pulse.Field oriented 
at 0° to the rod axis. Pump frequency 2.4 Iu*c/s, 
delayed pulse frequency 1.2 Idlc/s. Pump amplitude 
36 dhm. pulse width 0.2//sec.
Figure 2 .3 .1 0 . As m  fig. 2.3*9» ?  ^rou
oriented at 9° to the external field.
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The variation of attenuation of magneto-elastic
20pulses is rather erratic. The maxima of the pulse
amplitudes decreases exponentially with delay. The 
largest maxima occurs normally at a delay of about 1 \x 
sec. The efficiency of conversion of electro-magnetic 
to spin and of spin to elastic waves is an inverse 
function of the gradient, the greatest part of the 
propagation loss for magneto-elastic waves is due to the 
spin wave losses. At some point in the rod a compromise 
occurs between spin loss and conversion efficiency, 
when this happens the magneto-elastic delayed pulse has 
a maximum amplitude.
3.0.0. Parametric Amplification. 33.
3 .1 «0 , Parametric Amplification of Magneto-Static Waves
3 .1 .1 . Theory:-
The phenoma discussed in this section, occur above 
the field required for the magneto-static burst and 
continue into the lower field region of the magneto- 
elastic regime. In an axially magnetised rod, the 
internal field is larger at the centre of the rod than 
at the ends, the operating conditions used here pre­
clude the propagation of magneto-static waves through 
the centre of the rod, due to a turning point existing 
close to the centre of the rod. The magneto-static 
portion of the spin wave spectrum provides a mode with 
the longest wavelength at the end face of the rod and
enables coupling to occur from electro magnetic to long
21
wavelength spin waves. The group velocity of the
magneto-static waves, decreases with propagation along 
the increasing field profile, towards the turning point 
near the centre of the rod. The wave packet approaches 
the turning point asymptotically. Figure 3 .1.1 which 
results in the spin wave energy being available, through­
out its life time, for interaction with the pump field.
;txir nii3^_p o iji t
2t time0 t
Figure 3.1.1, Explanatory time/distance diagram for the 
parametric amplification of magnetostatic waves.
A signal frequency spin wave pulse is launched^ close to 
the end face of the axially magnetised rod, at tc 0 
and propagates towards the centre of the rod. A_pump 
pulse, of twice the signal frequency, is applied at time 
t^ producing a forward and a backward travelling wave.
Ihe forward wave approaches the turning point as^nmptot-' 
ically; The backward wave propagates back to the coupling 
structure along the input path, and is detected as a
delayed pulse at time 2t . The forward wave is lost in
P "
the cutoff region.
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3The parametric process as discussed by Damon can
be described by a model analogous to that used for non—
22
linear effects in ferro-magnetic resonance.
The input spin wave is of the form
In the presence of the pump signal, this is coupled
to its complex conjugate.
A  _ J(kg+Ukt).
D I, “ '4.1,
through the non-linear equation of motion.
‘ , r ( I
-j
where b^ represents the uniform mode at frequency 
is a coupling parameter and k =  ^* Thus,
providing = 2w^ ,^ an oppositely directed wave-packet 
is generated at the time of pumping, that is the complex 
conjugate of the signal * This wave packet is the idler 
mode of the parametric process. The idler mode, with 
an amplitude proportional to the input wave, returns to 
the excitation point, with the same delay time as that 
required for the input pulse to reach the point at which 
the pump is applied. This process can be considered as 
the propagation of a wave through a time varying media, 
then due to the dependence of the wave on the direction 
and magnitude of the magnetisation, which the pump 
magnetic field varies, energy is transferred from the 
pump field to the spin waves.
3.1.2 . 35.
Experiment
Experiments were performed on the paramatric 
amplification of magneto-static waves in both longi­
tudinally and transversely^ magnetised rods. Figures,
3.1.2 and 3.1.3 show the variation of attenuation with 
delay of the parametrically excited pulse. In both 
cases the signal and pump pulse widths are 0*2 p 
seconds. The signal frequency was l*2KMc/s and the 
pump frequency 2*4KMc/s. Signal power 2 p watts peak 
and pump power 400m watts peak.
The shape of these curves is typical of observations 
made in the field range considered. It would have been 
expected that the curves would decay monotonieally. 
However there is a monotonie decay with additional terras 
superimposed. These are probably due to saturation 
effects since they occur in time when the spin waves 
have largest amplitude.
Disregarding saturation effects, the decay of 
amplitude of the parametrically excited pulse with time 
is not exponential suggesting that the efficiency of 
the parametric process is dependent on magnetic field 
gradient or spin wave number.
+■30
-+40
d-D.
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-K>0
’''.as Ü
6.00 1,0 2.0 ■^ .0' 4,0 5.G
Belay of parametrically excited pulse /Usee, 
figure 3.1.2 , Plot of attenuation/vdelay of par&metrioally
excited pulse .Signal frequency=1.2 KEc/s, pump frequency-
2.4 :<iac/s. Signal power - 30 dbm. ,purap powers 30 _dbm.
H * 624 oe. Rod axially magnetised. Parametric amplification 
6
of maynetostatic waves.
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Figure 3.1.3. Plot of attonuation^delay of parametrically 
excited pulse.Signal frequency-l.PXkc/s, pump frequency = 
2.4 IQ‘lc/s- Signal power- 30 dbni, pump power 1 30 dbni. 
Parametric amplification of magnetostatic waves.
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Figures 3.1.4 shows.the results obtained by 
measuring the amplitude of the parametrically excited 
pulse and peak pump power. These measurements were 
performed with the signal power constant at — 30 dbm.
The time of application of the pump was constant through­
out at 0*5 p. seconds, corresponding to a parametrically 
excited pulse of 1*0 p seconds delay. The pump and 
signal pulse widths were each 0*2 p seconds and the signal 
and pump frequencies as before.
From figure 3.1.4 the gain increases linearly with 
Pump power above +15dbm. The rapid variation at low 
power is probably due to these being just above the 
threshold of the mechanism. There is no saturation 
observable with increases in available pump or signal 
power. It seems possible therefore that net gain will 
be attainable with high pump powers ^  500 watts. How­
ever saturation effects will almost certainly have 
their thresholds below this power level.
It was observed that as the width of the signal 
pulse was varied from 0*2 p seconds to 2*0 p seconds, 
with the pump pulse being applied at fixed time. The 
width of the echo pulse increases with increasing signal
20
30 -1
t
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?lgure 3.1.4. Plot of attenuation of parametrically 
amplified magnetostatic pulse'V peak pump pouer.
Bod axially magnetised, signal input power -30 dbm. 
Signal frequency 1.2ÏGïc/s. Pump frequency 2.4 2d'^ c/s 
634. oersteds.
Figure 3*1*5« 1 volt/cm. O.py/soc/cm.. Pcrametric
amplification of magnetostatic wave.Signal applied 
at first visible centimeter division. Bottom trace 
pump applied at Ü.py^sec after the signal pulse. 
Upper trace, parametrically excited pulse recieved 
1.Oy/sec. after the signal pulse. Signal frequency
1.2 iGIc/s pulse width 0.2y/sec. Pump frequency 2.4 t 
pulse width 0.2yUsec.
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input pulse width. Except for decay due to damping, 
the echo pulse was found to be symmetric with the input 
pulse about the pump pulse. If however the signal 
pulse is short compared with the duration of the pump 
pulse, then the echo pulses have the same width as the 
pump pulse. This is in full agreement with the theory
presented * Echo pulses were observable at all angles
between the longitudinally magnetised and transversely 
magnetised cases, adjustment of the field being necessary 
to ensure that a suitable condition existed in the rod, 
due to variations in demagnetising factor with angle to 
the external field. The optimum angle to the field in 
the longitudinally magnetised rod was ^^10^ and in the 
transversely magnetised case -^5^. Figure 3.1.5*
3.2.0. 38. 
Parametric Amplification of Elastic W a v e s .
3.2.1.
23
Theory;-
In the range of fields above the field for shortest 
magneto-elastic delay. The magneto-elastic turning 
point is very close to the end face in an axially 
magnetised rod. On the application of a pulse of micro­
wave energy, a uniform precession is set up at the turning 
point which couples over a very short distance to an 
elastic wave.
Consider an infinite YIO sheet of thickness 2L 
buried in a infinite acoustic medium. Figure 3.2.1# 
Assume that acoustically the YIG is matched to the medium. 
Then we are required to solve.
where is an elastic constant.
R elastic displacement, ( ) refers to a circular
polarization
is the density.
YIG
2L
figure 3i2*l Consider a thin slice at the end face of an 
axially magnetised YIG rod. Dimensions of the rod , very 
much greater than the thiclcnes.;bf "fehe slice*
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b 2 is the magneto-elastic coupling constant 
is the d#c. magnetisation#
M is the transverse r.f. magnetisation.
+ -SU
 ^[ 0 U s ’^R^ -SR^ lo)-t(o) .
- ■ • S  (o) -  R i o ) =
Mo
c.e. R% fe .fnV ^h  c ,, s R^(o')+ R^Cq-)
(C,,S^+co>^3 
;  r  _  r b , a ' " e ' ' -  +  S R ' ( o )  +  R . h o ) ]
(s'- “ V c Ui,
There are poles at ^ ^  "J  % / v ^
We require only forward travelling wave, C
40.
therefore must only consider pole at 5 — "
rI e'  ^ ^  Jwjg, R"(o)h-R*(0)]
Now a t = 0 ,  (O), Assume R^ (O) is zero
(Symmetry of problem).
t o - -  k ü f g 4- i R-^(o).
' . R % )  = _ b.
h o(-2j • c n«. (-^‘ )
ce,
- • . R'*’ -  ( ^ - l )
,+
s  -
a x
41.
-t-
+ C? -l)^
S
- ^  a/^V/4 ' ^  0,
-I-
The process of amplification of elastic waves is not 
known but, may be due to non linear or second order terms 
in the magnetisation or magneto-elastic coupling.
V
3.2.2. 42.
Experimental:-^’^
The acoustic echoes were observed above 1330 oe. 
over a field range of a few hundred gauss due to the r.f. 
susceptibility decreasing. Elastic waves should still 
be observed above the range if enough power is available. 
The delayed pulses exhibited an erratic variation of 
amplitude with small variations in field.
The elastic signal echoes had a maximum amplitude 
with the rod oriented within 2^ of the field direction, 
and a delay time of 2*6 \x seconds/cm. demonstrating that 
the elastic echoes are due to shear waves. Figure 3.2.2.
When the 2*4KMc/s pump is applied in the absence of 
a l*2KMc/s signal input. Delayed incoherent elastic 
pulses, with the appearance of amplified noise are 
observed, on examination with filters etc., these pulses 
are found to have a frequency of l*2KMc/s. With the 
signal pulses applied, and the application of the pump 
pulse, at the same end of the rod as the signal, timed 
to coincide with the first delayed elastic pulse. The 
second and longer delayed echoes are increased in 
amplitude figure 3,^.3.
Figure 3.2.2. 1 volt/cra. 2^sec/cm. Elastic echo
train. First pulse, 1.2 KIlc/s. signal applied, 0.2y/ sec 
pulse width.Second pulse is an equipment peculiarity. 
The first and second elastic one port echoes are at 
5.2 and 1 0 .4y/sec. after the signal pulse respectively
Figure 3*2.3* 2y(/ sec/cm. 1 volt/cm. Paramétria amplification 
of second elastic delayed echo, by applying the pump coincident 
with the first echo. One port observations, signal and pump 
applied from the same end. Signal frequency 1.2 KKc/s. pump 
frequency 2.4 KMc/s.
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With the pump applied at the opposite end of the 
rod, and its time of application arranged to coincide 
vith the arrival of the first elastic vave packet at the 
pump end of the rod, then amplification of all the delayed 
pulses is observed. The angle for maximum amplification 
being vith the rod aligned to about 3^ vith respect to 
the field. Figure 3.2.4#
All the experimental measurements were performed at 
a magnetic field 1358 oe. Figure 3.2.5. Shows the 
variation of the amplitude of the first delayed elastic 
echo for increasing input power, with no pump applied.
The signal frequency was l»2KMc/s and pulse length 0*2 
p seconds. The plot is almost linear till the input 
exceeds -5 dbm., when saturation occurs. This power 
level is of the same order as that required to saturate 
one port magneto-elastic pulses. The insertion loss in 
the linear portion is 70 db. compared with ^  40 db for 
magneto-elastic waves.
Figure 3.2.6* Shows a plot of attenuation or 
insertion loss of the first elastic echo with increasing 
pump power for different signal input levels. The 
pump being applied at the opposite end. of the rod from
Figure 3.2.4. 2y/sec/cm. 1 volt/cm. Parametric amplification
of the first elastic echo, pump applied when the elastic 
pulse is at the opposite end of the rod from the signal 
coupler. Signal frequency 1,2 KMc/s, pump frequency 2.4KI'Ic/b 
One port observations.
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Figure 3.2.9* Plot of signal output powersSignal input power. 
For first delayed elàstio eohoi ., Signal frequency 1.2fflc/s.
One port operation.
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Figure 3*2.6. Plot of attenuation of first parametrically 
amplified elastic eobo^vPeak pump power. Signal frequency
1.2 KMo/s. Pump frequency 2.4KMc/s. Hod axially magnetised. 
Pump and signal pulses applied at opposite ends of the rod.
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the signal. Curve (1) saturates at a pump power of
40 dbm, (2) and (3) are saturated over the range in
which observation was possible.
Figure 3.2.7. Shows a plot of attenuation or 
insertion loss of the 2nd elastic echo amplified by 
applying the pump at the same end of the rod as the 
signal and being timed to coincide with the return of 
the first elastic echo to the signal end of the rod.
This exhibits the same saturation characteristics as 
those in the previous plot.
The attenuation is greater, due to the longer delay. 
The acoustic attenuation at 450 Mc/s has been measured 
as 0* 98 db/p second and at l*2KMc/s as 2"47db/p. second.
These values are rather large for TIG, 1 db/p, sec.,
being typical at 1*0 Gc/s. Figure 3.2.8. shows a plot 
of signal power output against signal power input for the 
1st elastic echo for two values of pump power. Figure 
3.2.9. shows a plot of signal power output against 
signal power input for the amplified 2nd, elastic echo, 
excited by pumping the first delayed pulse.
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Figure 3*2.7» Plot of attenuation of parametrically 
amplified second elastic echo. <V Peak pump power. 
Signal input level 1.3 dbm. Second echoi amplified by 
applying pump at the signal -input end of the rod at a 
time coincident with the first echo
(1) Peak pump power 4I cLbm
(2 )Peak pump power 39 cL’bm
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Signal input power dbm.
Pigure 3'S*8* Plot of signal power output/^signal power input 
for the parametrically amplified first elastic echo*Pump 
power constant*
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Figure 3*2*9# Plot of signal power outputAssignai power input, 
for the parametrically amplified second elastic echo* Peak pump 
power constant at 4I dbm/
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The onset of saturation can be clearly seen in both 
graphs. The level at which saturation starts is 
dependent on the signal input power and the applied 
pump power. So that saturation occurs not only in the 
initial excitation of elastic waves but also in the 
pumping mechanism.
It was found with the arrangement used, to be 
impossible to amplify the delayed pulses whilst they 
were purely elastic, also the pulse with which the pump 
application is timed to coincide is not amplified.
3.3.0 46.
Parametric Amplification of Magneto-elastic Waves
Magneto-elastic waves are excited as outlined in 
section 2.3*0. The experimental procedure was as 
follows, with the rod axis aligned with the external 
field and a 1* 2KMc/s signal input, the external field 
was increased until magneto-elastic delayed pulses were 
observed. The 2*4KMc/s pump was then applied and para­
metrically amplified delayed pulses observed with delay 
of approximately 2tp figure 3.3*1. The angle of 
orientation of the rod was then changed with respect to 
the field, to give a maximum amplitude of the amplified 
pulse. With each change in the time of application of 
the pump the orientation was checked, to ensure that the 
parametrically amplified pulse had maximum amplitude. 
Figures 3*3.2, 3*3*3, and 3.3*4*
The results of a series of experiments performed 
with the rod aligned so as to give maximum amplitude of 
the parametrically amplified pulse, are shown in figures 
3.3*5 - 3.3.12, for increasing values of field. The 
plots show the variation of amplitude of the parametric 
i. pulse with the time of application of the pump
turning point
o
time — ^
Figure 3.3.1. Parametric amplification of magnetoelaetio 
waves. Tp is the time of application of the pump pulse. 
The signal is applied at T= 0.
Figure 3 .3 .2 . ly(/sec/cm., 1 volt/cm. Parametric amplification 
of magnetoelastic waves, raagrietoelastic delay l.^sec.
Upper trace, 1.2 Kllc/s, 0.2yoseo signal and amplified echo. 
Lower trace, 2.4 Mc/s, 0.2y/sec pump pulse. Rod axis is at
9 to the external field.
Figure 3.3.3. As in fig 3*3.2. but magnetoelastic delay 3y/sec 
Orientation of rod axis to the external field is 8°.
Figure 3 .3 .4 . As in fig. 3*3.2.,"but magnetoelastic delay 9// sec.
Orientation of rod axis, 6 to the external field.
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Figure 3*3*5* Plot of attenuation of amplified magneto-elastic 
pulse, and delay of amplified magnetoelastic pulse against' 
time of applj^cation of pump pulse.Hod axially magnetised, magneto 
-elastic delay^Y #0/^eec, attenuation .63 db. Orientation with 
respect applied magnetic field 14^.
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Figure ‘3*-3 *6. Plot of attenuation of amplified magnetoelastic 
pulse, and delay of amplified magnetoelastic pulse against the 
time of application of the pump pulse* Rod axially magnetised* 
Magnet oelapti'o do le, y 6 sec., attenuation 60 db* Orientation 
of rod to the external field 18°,
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Figure 3*3*7' Plot\of attenuation of amplified magneto- 
elastic pulse,and delay of amplified pulse against time 
of application of pump, pulse. Hod axially magnetised# 
Magnetoelastic delay ^  sec*, attenuation 47 d'b* 
OrientatiÔp. of rod to applied field  --- 21^
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Figure 3.3.8. Plot of attenuation of amplified magnetoelastic 
pulse, and attenuation of amplified pulse against time of 
application of pump pulse. Rod axially magnetised. Magneto­
elastic delay 4y,sec., attenuation 41 db., Orientation of 
rod to applied field --- 30^, — 8 .^
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Magneto elastic dela^3 sec 
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'--- 23
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Figure 3*3*9* Riot attenuation of amplified magnetoelastic 
pulse f and delay-of.amplified pulse against time of applica* 
tion of pump pulse.
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Figure 3*3 •10. Plot of attenuation of amplified magnetoelastic 
pulse, and delay of amplified pulse against time of application 
of pump pulse. Orientationsdf Tod to applied field-— "^^ 19 •-■'■"13
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Figure 3•■3•■II* Plot of attenuation of amplified magnetoelastic 
pulse, and delay of amplifiied pulse against time of applica­
tion of the pump pulse. Magnetoelastic delay 1*5yi/sec.Atten.d^dl
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Figure 3-3#d2 . Plot of attenuation of amplified magnetoelastic 
pulse, and delay of amplified pulse against time of application 
of the pump pulse.Magnetoelastic delayy^/l.O seo. Attenuation 38 db. 
Orientation of rod to applied magnetic field, — "^^ 7° - -A-~-10 .^
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pulse. The pump power used to obtain these results 
was 30 dbm peak, pulse width 0*2 p, secs., and a signal 
pulse width of 0*2 \x secs., peak power -27 dbm.
The initial part of the curves, that is, with the 
time of application of the pump of less than half the 
delay time of the magneto-elastic pulse, the plot is 
typical of that obtained for the parametric amplifi­
cation of magneto-static waves. With increasing field 
the delay range of this part of the graph decreases, due 
to the shorter spin wave path, the amplitude also de­
creases with increasing internal field gradient which 
results in less efficient excitation of spin waves and 
possibly a reduction of the coupling between the pump 
magnetisation and the spin wave. The delay exhibited 
by the parametrically amplified wave in the region is 
seen to be 2 t where t is the time of application ofp p
the pump with respect to the signal.
In the remainder of the plot, with the time of 
application of the pump greater than half the magneto­
elastic delay, there are generally two peaks observable 
in the amplitude graphs. These can be seen to increase 
in amplitude with increasing field. Since the path of
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the magneto-elastic wave propagating with the rod at an 
angle to the external field is not known, it is not 
possible to estimate where in the magneto-elastic path 
these two peaks occur.
The delay Of the amplified echo deviates from 2 tp 
in this part, the deviations occuring at times corres­
ponding to the short delay slope of the two peaks.
The amplification increases with increasing field. The 
parametric process will be dependent on the difference 
in wave number of the two components of the magneto­
elastic wave and hence will depend on the internal 
field gradient at that point.
Figure 3.3.13. Shows a plot of amplified pulse 
amplitude against angle of field with respect to the 
axis for three different external field values. Note 
that amplified pulse can be observed in some cases to 
about 40° of axis. The only definite information to be 
obtained from these plots is that the threshold for 
amplification is less with the field at an angle other 
than to the axis. No increase in the amplitude of the 
magneto-elastic delayed echo was observed on application 
of the pump.
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Figure 3*3.14. Shows a plot of gain against peak 
pump power. Curve (a) shows the amplification character­
istics of a magneto-elastic amplified pulse when the 
magnetic field and time of application of the pump are 
optimised for maximum gain. Curve (b) shows the amplifi­
cation characteristics of a magneto-elastic amplified 
pulse under non optimum conditions.
Both curves show the same characteristics, linear 
increase of gain with applied pump power, followed by 
saturation and turnover. Note that in case (a) net 
gain occurs with applied pump powers greater than 21*5 
dbm or 140 m ¥ .
Figure 3.3.15. Shows a plot of signal power out 
against signal power in, for different pump levels. All 
the curves show linear gain followed by saturation and 
in some cases turnover. The signal input required to 
saturate, decreases with increasing pump power. The 
process saturation is a function both of pump and .signal 
powers•
The amplification mechanism is thought to be due to
19one of those described by Auld, between two branches 
in the magneto-elastic dispersion, it remains to deter­
mine under what conditions each has the lowest threshold.
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Figure 3»3*14* Plot of gain against peak pump power, magneto- 
elastic amplification. Signal frequency 1.2 I<24c/s., pump 
frequency 2 .,4 KIvlc/s., pulse widths 0.2y/sec.. (a) , Signal
input power —35 dhm., applied magnetic field 8I7 oe., orientation 
of rod axis to the field 10^, delay of amplified pulse 2 .8yUsec, 
(h) , Signal pooler -41 dhm., applied field 825 oe., orientation 
9*2^, delay of amplified pulse 2.2^sec.
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Pigure 3 .3.15 Plot of signal power output against signaj: power 
input, amplification of magnetoelastio waves.
(a) Conditions as in fig. 3*3*14*'^'> with pump power constant 
at 28.1 dhm. (h^ As in fig. 3#3*14 'h', with pump power constant 
at 3 5 .6 dhm. (h^) As in fig. 3*3«14 ' with pump power
constant at 32*5 dhm.
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Parametric excitation of a delayed pulse by 
application of two time separated pulses of the. same 
frequency, or w. (i), parametric amplification of magneto- 
static modes, figures 3.4.1, and 3.4.2.
Hahn^^ has demonstrated that an ensemble of 
oscillators, excited by a sequence of micro-wave pulses 
can radiate echo pulses. Subsequently Hahn "spin* echoes 
have been observed using magnetic transitions in electron 
paramagnets, optical transitions in atoms, cyclotron 
resonances in gaseous plasmas and magneto-static mode 
resonances in ferri-magnets. In this section we are 
concerned with the last type. Results have been re­
ported by Comstock and Raymond^ at S - band and room
7
temperature in a YIC rod and by Kaplan at x-band and 
liquid helium temperatures in YIG- discs and spheres.
Using the experimental arrangement shown in 1.1.4 
a small amplitude 2*4KMc/s signal pulse was applied to 
t=o, followed by a larger amplitude 2*4KMc/s pump pulse 
at t=tp, a pulse was observed at 2tp and amplitude 
dependent both on the amplitude of the 1st and 2nd pulses. 
The delayed pulse was observed in the field range 1072 - 
1045 oe. A small magneto-static burst was observed at
Figure 3*4*1 » 1 volt/cm. 1 y/sec/cm. Shows time of application
of signal and pump pulses for the lu excitation of a magneto
static echo. 2.4 KMc/s, pulse widths 0.2yC/8ec.
Figure 3*4*2. 1 volt/cm. lyt/sec/cm. Shows W  magneto-
static mode echo excited oy the pulses in fig.3*4*1*
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1072 oe and the main burst at 1045 oe. The amplitude 
of the delayed pulse varied considerably with magnetic 
field, and was a maximum at 1063 oe where the measure­
ments were performed. This was found to be a one port 
process, since there is a point in the rod where the 
spin wave length is zero, but in disagreement with 
Comstock who had observed this as a two port phenomenon.
It was found for example that a delayed echo exists 
when both first and second pulses had the same ampli­
tude of one milli-watt, and that a delayed pulse could 
be observed when the large amplitude pulse was applied 
first followed by a very much smaller second pulse.
These suggest a relaxation phenomena of the Hahn spin 
type, a standing wave being set up bounded by the end 
face and the turning point.
As the length of the first pulse was increased from 
0*2 p secs., the delayed pulse amplitude remained 
relatively constant and its width the same as that of 
the firsy pulse. If the second pulse length was in­
creased from 0*2 p secs., the delayed pulse amplitude 
decreased. This is in agreement with the theory of 
Kaplan, that the pulses must have a large Fourier spectra 
to excite a plurality of magneto-static modes.
52.
The experimental results are shown in figure 3.4.3.
“ 3.4 '5. Figure 3.4.3. shows a plot of amplitude of 
delayed pulse against amplitude of first pulse, the 
amplitude of the second pulse being constant. This 
curve is reasonably linear but must deviate from this 
when the first pulse becomes of the same amplitude as 
the second pulse. Figure 3.4.4. shows a plot of delayed 
pulse amplitude against the amplitude of the second 
pulse. The initial slope of this curve is in agree­
ment with the theory of Kaplan, that the amplitude of
the echo pulse depends on the radio-frequency magnetic
2
fields of the pulses as h^  ^yh^ *
Figure 3.4.5. shows the variation of delayed pulse 
amplitude with time between first and second pulses.
The time constant of the decay with delay is 0*2 p 
seconds. The line width is a measure of the relaxation 
time in a ferrite. The relation between decay time
2 25
constant and line width being given by A H  = where
A H  is the line width, y is the gyro-magnetic ratio and 
T is the decay time constant. Substituting values of 
O' 2 p seconds for T. Then A H  = O' 56 oe which is 
reasonable for a uniform mode line width at 2'4KMc/s.
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Figure 3#4*3* Plot of amplitude ofU.tJ. excited pulse against 
the amplitude of the first pulse, the amplitude of the second 
pulse being constant at 21.5 dbm. Pulse'^widths O.^sec. 
frequency 2.4 Ktlc/s.
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Figure 3 .4 *4* Plot of gainW.w. delayed pulse with respect to 
the first input pulse, against the amplitude of the second 
input pulse. The amplitude of the first pulse being constant 
at -48.8 dbm. Pulse widths O.^seo. frequency 2.4 lŒc/s.
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Figure. 3*4*5• Plot of amplitude of delayed pulse with 
respect, to the first signal pulse (gain), against the 
time of application of the second signal pulse.
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The following theory of w. tu. magneto-static mode 
echo has been presented by Comstock and Raymond :- 
The analysis is based on a model presented by Herrmann 
and Vhitmer.^^
The spectrum of magneto-static modes has been
analysed for general ellipsoids, and in detail for
27 28 29 30spheres, cylinders ' and disks. The resonant
frequencies and spatial distributions of the magnet­
ization and rf magnetic fields for the modes are 
evaluated by imposing the quasi-static condition on the 
magnetic field.
H = V Y
where ^  is a potential function, and requiring the tan­
gential H and normal B to be continuous at the sample air 
interfaces. The following analysis of the magneto- 
static mode echo arising from the nonlinearities in 
magneto-static modes is sufficiently general to cover 
all geometires.
The equation of motion for the normalized
magnetization  ^r\ any elliptical precession mode with
31 32major axis d and minor axis c can be expressed as '
(r, t)=i[ (r, t)+Cie^^^^mj^ (Î, t)-ym he^^^c^ ]. ...(?)
54.
where
TV] - ™ m  J -  T  rtj
ra.=m^i+imyi
■^ A,. = 4^(4+t )
- f(f - f)i
,and is the angle the major axis of the ellipse makes 
with respect to the chosen x axis, H is the internal 
magnetic field and h is the positively rotating rf 
magnetic field. The linear part of equation (7) can be 
brought into diagonal form by the Holstein Primakoff 
transformation defined by 
b^(r,t) =
where
=  coshV^^y2
yuj-{slnh
si nh
CJ/r A / - L ;
With no driving field (h = O) the transformed equations 
of motion are diagonal,
bi(r ,t) = i ^b^(r’,t) , 
where is the resonant frequency of the ith mode.
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With a driving field (h 4^ O) the transformation yields
i ( 1“;t) -/C [w/ b z h o / --------- .(g)
where ^
where the normal mode distributions are given by
b^(?,t) = a^(t)f^(?), 
with the normalization,
V
V
’. , ( F ) / . ( F ) =  ' ■
A-' J o
and V is the sample volume.
The term ym^ h^ ^^  acting on each normal mode is 
influenced by the total z component of magnetization,
i.e., by the sum over all m^ . As an approximation 
we replace m^ by its spatial average, which can be shown
/C /C
where r
J\!
the above approximation will be more valid for the lower 
order magneto-static modes which do not have a large 
spatial variation in m^ • After equation (9) is 
substituted into the equation of motion^equation (8) 
and using the orthogonality of the f^, the results is
56,
 '('<=)
jO ^  VV/-\
where
/ d  rf. .K„/
V
It is now assumed that the magneto-static mode spectrum 
is centered about a frequency coc
uj^  = u)^
w hereAu.)^<^tü^, Also, the applied microwave pulses with 
amplitudes h are assumed to have duration tp which are 
much less than • During the time of a pulse the
modes are all excited to resonance and the mode ampli­
tudes are assumed to be given by the approximation of 
slowly varying coefficients,^^
a. =1 1  1 
the above solution when combined with equation (lO)
yields % ^
The mode of amplitudes at the end of a pulse can be 
found by expanding in terms of H^^tp resulting in
57.
The initial mode amplitude distribution following 
the first pulse is taken as
2  CL/
and the mode amplitudes following the second pulse are
then given by
i lm
3.5.0. 58.
Parametric excitation of magneto-static mode echo by 
Subsidiary Absorption.
It has been predicted by Hermann and Whitmer^^ and
8
confirmed by Comstock, that a Hahn - type echo can be 
observed when the frequency of the second pulse is twice 
the frequency of the first, which is a result of para­
metric mixing between excitation at m and 2w in the non­
linear oscillators. It has been shown by Comstock that 
the magneto-static mode echo is the result of selective 
parametric excitation of certain modes by subsidiary 
absorption. We distinguish between the parametric 
amplification of magneto-static travelling waves, and the 
parametric amplification of the magneto-static delayed 
echo in this case, by, in the first case the fields used 
are above the magneto-static- burst so that a turning 
point exists in the rod, hence spin waves are cut off 
in the middle region of the rod, therefore this is a one 
port phenomena. In the latter case the'field is such 
that no turning point exists in the rod, so that this 
is a two port effect. Figure 3.5.1#
Figaro 3.5.1. Excitation of movgnotostatic delayed echo by 
Subsidiary Absorbtion. Upper trace , input and delayed pulses. 
Lower trace, shows the time of application of the pump pulse. 
Signal frequency 1.2 lü4c/s. pulse width 0.2^ sec.
Pump frequency 2.4 Ktic/s. pulse width 0.2^  sec.
Scales:- 1 volt/cm. lyC/sec/cm.
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In these experiments the delayed pulse is observed
in the field range 470 oe to. 360 o e . The signal .
frequency used was l*2KMc/s, pulse width 0*2 p seconds
and a pump frequency of 2*4KMc/s, pulse width 0*2 p
seconds. The isolation between signal input and put-
put line in the two port case was 36db. The delayed
echo was always observed with a delay, with respect to
the signal pulse of twice the time of application of the
pump pulse. It should be noted that, due to the low
signal frequency used, the ends of the rod are not
magnetically saturated. The delayed pulse was observed
with the same amplitude and delay, both one port and two
port which suggests that this process is due to a
standing wave mode interaction and occurs throughout the
whole of the rod. The amplitude of the delayed pulse
varied greatly with field change due, probably to a
variation of the density of modes available with change
in field. At 2*4KMc/s the subsidiary absorption with
the lowest threshold is coincident with the main 
33absorption, however subsidiary absorption is possible 
though not so efficiently at the field used in this 
experiment;
60.
Figure 3.5.2. Shows a plot of attenuation of 
the delayed pulse against peak pump power. Note that 
the attenuation is high, 60-100db., due to the low 
efficiency of the subsidiary absorption mechanism in 
this experiment. Comstock reported a notch in the 
trailing edge of the pump pulse. No such observation 
was made in this case, even when the pump pulse width 
was increased to 1 p second, due to a low value of 
subsidiary absorption.
Figure 3.5.3. Shows a plot of signal power against 
delayed pulse power. Note that P^^^(db) = -59'5 + ^  P^^db 
This is unusual and suggests that although saturation is 
not apparent there are some active second order non- 
linearities in the process. Figure 3.5.4. Shows a 
plot of attenuation of the delayed pulse against time of 
application of the pump pulse.
8 •
The following theory has been presented by Comstock. 
For the subsidiary absorption, the modes are not excited 
directly by the driving field of the second pulse, but 
p a r a m e t r i c a l l y ^   ^i . e . ,  by a decrease in their damping 
c o n s t a n t s I n  order to understand the way in which the 
parametrically'excited"modes can produce an echo, we use
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Figure 3•5*2. Plot of attenuation of delayed pulse due to 
Subsidiary Absorbtion, against peak pump power. Signal power 
constant at 26.5 dbm. Signal frequency 1..2 ÏCE.ic/s., -pulse ' 
width 0.2yL/ sec.. Pump frequency 2.4 lü-îc/s, pulse width 0 . ^  sec 
Applied magnetic field 380 oe.
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Figure 3.5 *3» Plot of signal power output for delayed pulse due 
to subsidiary absorbtion, against signal power input# Pump 
power constant at 4O .4 dbm#-
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Figure 3*5•4* Plot of attenuation of delayed pulse against
time of application of pump pulse . Peak pump power 40.4dbra
Signal input power lOdbm. Signal and pump pulse widths 0.2//seo<
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the model for the tJt). œ. echo discussed previously by
7
Kaplan. In this model the time dependent part of the 
mode eigen function is represented by a phasor rotating 
at the mode resonant frequency. In a frame rotating 
at the average resonant frequency (u) ) , the phasors 
representing the * fast' modes, i.e., those with resonant 
frequency higher than average, slip ahead of the station­
ary average mode phasor - while the 'slow' mode phasors 
slip behind. Between pulses one and two the phasors 
distribute themselves inside a circular boundary. The 
subsidiary absorption selects for amplification from the 
' entire manifold of magneto-static modes only those 
satisfying the necessary phase requirements for degenerate 
parametric excitation. The phase requirement can be
illustrated in the case of plane waves (amplitude b^) by 
22Suhl's theory of the subsidiary absorption in ellipoids, 
in which the amplitude of a plane wave is given by
where b^ is the amplitude of the uniform mode at angular 
frequency uj and depends on the angle of propagation
to the d.c. field, and static magnetisation. A trial 
solution to the above equation is given by.
firat pulse (cj)
180
After ^
second pulse
(2CJ)
Before.second pulse {2u)
-O'
Figure 3*5*5♦ Diagram showing phasor "boundary♦ Dashed:, 
shows the effect of the subsidiary absorbtion after the 
time of the second pulse.
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¥hen the trial solution, is substituted in the differ­
ential equation it is found that the only modes excited 
are those with phase angles 0^ equal to 0^ or 180^.
Similar phase requirements can be shown also to exist 
for k = 0 magnetic-static modes. The effect of the 
subsidiary absorption after the time of the second pulse 
is t-o distort the circular boundary discussed above into 
a shape with protuberanbes near 0^ and 180° figure 3.5.5.
A detailed calculation of the shape of the phasor boundary 
following the second pulse is difficult because of the 
varying growth rates of the parametrically excited modes. 
For narrow enough pulses the manifold of modes are all 
' excited to resonance by the first pulse, so following 
that pulse all the phasors are along one axis as shown* 
Following a drift time t after the second pulse, the 
protuberances coalesce along the 0° axis, producing an 
echo of the first pulse in the same way as for the 
elliptical phasor boundary which produces the uu. u)- echo. 
The growth constant of the magneto-static modes, i.e., 
b^ exp u^^t, for the above threshold, is proportional to
63.
b^ 2 > "khe amplitude of the uniform mode excited by the 
second pulse. The echo amplitude for 
then proportional to b^^ ^o2*
4#0#Û* 64 #
Conclusions.
It has been shown that, micro-wave energy in a 
single crystal ferrimagnet, in the form of, cut-off 
propagating magneto— static modes, elastic, and magneto- 
elastic waves, and nonpropagating magneto-static modes, 
can experience a parametric interaction in the presence 
of a pump pulse of twice the frequency, and that a 
magneto-static mode echo can be parametrically excited 
by application of two time separated pulses of the same 
frequency.
These phenomena are discussed in order of decreas­
ing field.
An elastic regime, in which the d.c. field requires 
adjustment close to the value for normal elastic echoes. 
The delay times correspond to those of elastic shear wave 
propagation. The pump pulse timing must have a special 
relationship with the signal pulse. This is inherently 
a one or two port phenomena, net gain not observed.
A magneto-elastic regime, in which a lower d.c. 
field is used, the delay times and the timing of the 
pump pulse, relative to the signal pulse, for maximum 
amplification varies with the d.c. field. The rod must
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be oriented at an angle between 8^ and 20*^  from the
field direction for maximum amplification although 
parametrically excited pulses can be observed when the 
rod axis is parallel to the direction of the external 
field. Parametric amplification of noise at the signal 
frequency is observed when a pump at twice the signal 
frequency is applied with no signal pulse. This seems 
to take place at the signal turning point in the rod.
Net gain was observed. With the internal field profile 
of a bare rod, magneto-elastic delay lines are intrinsi­
cally one p o r t .
A magneto-static propagating mode, where the d.c. 
field has been reduced to a point where the magneto- 
elastic waves have very long delay, but two port trans­
mission of magneto-static waves through the rod has not 
yet appeared. Delay of the parametrically excited pulse 
is dependent only on the timing of the pump pulse, net 
gain was not observed, this phenomena extends into the 
magneto-elastic region.
A magneto-static one port mode echo, parametrically 
excited by application of two time separated pulses of 
the same .’frequency, occurs in the same field range as
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above, this is one port phenomena, net gain is avail­
able. This process is more efficient than magneto- 
elastic amplification but not so suitable for further 
development, due to the non-degenerancy of the signal 
and pump.
A non-propagating magneto-static range where the 
parametric interaction is thought to be due to sub­
sidiary absorption of the pump frequency. This is a 
two port phenomena.
The experimental internal field determination, 
demonstrates that the experimental method is capable of 
producing results which give very good agreement with 
theory providing the rod length is large compared with 
its other dimensions.
The parametric amplification of noise which seems 
to occur at the signal frequency turning point in the 
rod, suggests a different mechanism, than that for para­
metric amplification of magneto-elastic waves which has 
a minimum threshold at the cross over point.
There is no generally accepted mechanism for the 
parametric amplification of magnet-elastic waves. The 
main difficulty being in determining the lowest threshold
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of these mechanisms outlined by Auld, for different 
fields, frequencies, and angles of the rod with respect 
to the field direction. An other difficulty is that 
the magneto-elastic path, in the rod when oriented at 
an angle to the field, is not exactly known.
Although this thesis demonstrates all the para­
metric process, which occur in bare single crystal YIG- 
rods, to date. Figure 4.1.1. There still remains a 
formidable amount of work, both experimental and 
theoretical before the phenomena described are fully 
understood•
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ma.gnetised YIG rod.
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Appendix :-
A Summary of the Properties of Yttrium Iron Garnet
The Crystal Structure of Garnets.
The unit cell contains eight formula units of 
M^Pe^0^2, vhere M is a Transition Metal for example 
Yttrium. The cubic unit cell length is approximately 
12* In the array of 96 oxygen ions, three types of
interstices are occupied by metal cations. They are, 
the smallest, tetrahedral or 'a^ sire, surrounded by 
four oxygen ions located at the corners of a tetra­
hedron. These are sixteen of these sites. The next 
in size are the octahedral or *d* site, of which there 
are 24, each surrounded by six oxygen ions located at 
the corners of■“an“oc'tahe'dron. ' The largest of the 
interstices, the dodecahedral or *d* sites, have eight 
oxygen ions located at corners of a polyhedron with 12 
faces and 18 edges. The 24 sites of this type are 
usually occupied by Yttrium or rare-earth ions.
In the unit cell the 40 ferric ions fill the *a*
3
and *d* sites and the 24 Y ions enter into the 'c*
sites•
Y 3 Pe^ Pe^ 0^ 2  
c a d  sites
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Magnetic Properties
There is a very strong negative interaction between
3
the Pe ions on the *a’ and *d' sites which induces all 
the ions in each sublattice to enter into parallel 
alignment and the 'a* and *d* sublattices into anti­
parallel alignment with each other. Since, per formula 
unit (Y^Pe^O^^) fhere are two octahedral and three tetra­
hedral ferric ions, there will be a net magnetic moment 
equivalent to one ferric ion from these two
sublattices.
Large single crystals of YIG with few structural 
defects can be grown from the melt. Single crystal 
YIG has a low line-width, AH of less than 0*5 oe. at 
L-band and room temperarures. The saturation magnet­
isation, 4%Mg of YIG at room temperatures is 1760 oe.
YIG has low magnetic anisotropy, ^1 = 41 o e ., = 0, .
-9
and a phenomenological exchange constant of D'=5 x 10 
oe.' cms.^. The Curie temperature of YIG is 550^K.
In a garnet, magneto-elastic effects arise from 
the coupling between magnetic spins and the elastic 
vibrations of the host lattice in which the spins are
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embeded. The magneto-elastic coupling constant b 2 
for YIG is = 6*2 x 10 erg/cm. . The acoustic loss 
can be less than 1 db/sec. at L-band and room temper­
atures. The acoustic shear wave velocity is 3*85 
10^ cm./second.
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